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AbstractAutomatic software instrumentation is usually done atthe machine level or is targeted at speci�c program be-havior for use with a particular monitoring application.This paper describes CCI, an automatic software instru-mentation tool for ANSI C designed to serve a broadrange of program execution monitors. CCI supportshigh level instrumentation for both application-speci�cbehavior as well as standard libraries and data types.The event generation mechanism is de�ned by the exe-cution monitor which uses CCI, providing exibility fordi�erent monitors' execution models. Code explosionand the runtime cost of instrumentation are reduced bydeclarative con�guration facilities that allow the moni-tor to select speci�c events to be instrumented. Higherlevel events can be de�ned by combining lower levelevents with information obtained from semantic analy-sis of the instrumented program.1 IntroductionProgram execution monitoring is an important tool foruse in debugging, performance tuning, and program un-derstanding. Many execution monitoring systems ob-tain information by instrumenting code at the machinelevel. This approach has been used to simulate and an-alyze architectural features such as cache systems, andto pro�le systems' fundamental performance character-istics, but machine level information is too low level forprogram visualization and debugging of high level pro-gram behavior.The complexity of modern programs creates a de-�This work was supported in part by the National Science Foun-dation under Grant CCR-9409082.

mand for increasingly sophisticated monitoring tools[3],but developing program execution monitors is a di�culttask requiring much e�ort to obtain and correctly inter-pret low level information obtained from the programbeing monitored. Furthermore, because many moni-toring tools obtain information at the instruction level,monitor writers usually have little help in extracting thehigher level behavior that is of greater value in debug-ging and visualization. Recurring di�culties that arisein software instrumentation systems include:� location and technique used to insert instrumen-tation code� code blowup� execution slowdown due to the huge number ofeventsIn tools that analyze behavior at run time (as opposedto post mortem systems), the e�cient delivery of eventsto the monitor is also a primary concern. The extrac-tion of higher level behavior from low level events is aproblem for either the instrumentation system or theexecution monitor. The more support for this task thatthe instrumentation system provides, the easier it is towrite monitors.CCI, a Con�gurable C Instrumentation tool, instru-ments C programs for the purposes of monitoring andvisualization. CCI instruments a target program by in-serting events into the target program's source code.In CCI an event represents any unit of program be-havior that is observable at the source level of the Clanguage. Example events include variable references,function calls, control ow, etc. While these events arenot much higher level than those in equivalent objectcode level instrumentation, CCI's con�gurability pro-vides a viable means of extracting high level events thatis di�cult to duplicate at the object code level.CCI is a general purpose tool that was developed forAlamo, A Lightweight Architecture for Program Execu-tion Monitoring[2]. The Alamo framework for ANSI C



uses CCI to obtain events from a target program whichare then used in a variety of monitors, especially pro-gram visualization tools. CCI can easily be used byother monitoring applications.In this paper we present the design of CCI and de-scribe the con�guration mechanism that enables CCIto instrument programs in terms of higher level con-cepts such as abstract data types instead of instructionlevel or syntactic source level information. CCI's con�g-uration language allows the programmer to succinctlyspecify and obtain the behavior they are interested inand rapidly move on to debugging or visualization.2 CCI Design OverviewCCI is a preprocessor that parses the desired sourcecode �les, performs semantic analysis, inserts instru-mentation based on one or more con�guration �les, andproduces new �les containing instrumented source code.Once CCI has instrumented the �les, it calls an ANSI Ccompiler such as gcc to compile the instrumented sourcecode.CCI is event based. An event is an individual unit ofprogram behavior[1]. CCI inserts an event macro thatclient monitors can de�ne as needed for their particu-lar execution model. With di�erent macro de�nitions,monitoring systems might use the same instrumentedprogram to produce log �les for post mortem analysis,to send information to the monitor via a network con-nection, or to directly execute monitor code via a func-tion call. The Alamo framework de�nes CCI's eventmacro to perform dynamic �ltering and lightweight con-text switches to the monitors, which execute as corou-tines of the program being monitored[2].Because instrumenting code by de�nition involvescode intrusion, instrumented code su�ers from perfor-mance degradation that depends on the execution modelof the client monitor and its event macro. CCI's con�g-uration mechanism reduces the cost of instrumentationby allowing a monitor to tailor the instrumentation toits needs.2.1 InstrumentationCCI constructs and maintains symbol tables and parsetree information in order to insert instrumentation codewithout altering the program's behavior. The avail-able instrumentation consists of a prede�ned set of ba-sis events and a con�guration mechanism for selecting,re�ning, and composing these basis events into higherlevel events. The basis set is comprehensive and repre-sents fairly low level behavior directly observable fromthe syntax; it is derived from the C grammar. The

complete set of basis events is given in [7].CCI's event macro EV() takes two parameters, anevent code, and an event value. The uniform interfacein which all events have one event code and one eventvalue makes it simple and straightforward for monitorsto interface with CCI. Event codes are integers thatdescribe the kind of behavior that has occurred. Eventvalues are target program values whose types vary withthe event code; each kind of event has a correspondingvalue type. For example, E_Addi is an event code forinteger addition; its event value is of type integer. Thetype of event for E_Refi, which is a variable referenceevent, is a pointer to an integer because the value of theevent is the address of the variable being referenced.In order to correctly instrument syntactic levels of asource program, CCI builds a parse tree of the source.As the parse tree is constructed, CCI instruments thesource by inserting event nodes, enodes, into the tree.Figure 2.1 shows an example of the parse tree that CCIconstructs for the expression a = b + c, with and with-out instrumentation.
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Figure 1: Example of CCI's parse tree construction2.2 Enode InsertionFor every event in the basis set there is a direct mappingof that event to some rule or rules in the C grammar.An example YACC fragment showing CCI's parse treeconstruction for a function call with no parameters isshown in Figure 2:postfix_expression:postfix_expression LP RP {$$ = ENode(E_Pcall,$1);}Figure 2: Enode insertion CCI's yacc grammarENode() is a function which takes as its parame-ters an event code and a pointer to a parse tree node($1). ENode() then wraps the parse tree node withanother node that contains the event and returns the



newly wrapped subtree. If an event is not selected inthe con�guration �le, ENode() returns the subtree thatwas passed in. In such cases the parse tree is not mod-i�ed and no instrumentation will be emitted from thatnode. ENode() inserts a new enode under the followingconditions:� The con�guration �le speci�cally calls for the event� The con�guration �le calls for an event selectionthat requires run time checking (described later)� The con�guration �le calls for an event selectionthat requires syntactic analysis or semantic analy-sis that must be postponed until the entire tree isconstructed.2.3 Type information and Symbol TablesIn addition to parse tree construction, CCI maintainssymbol table information for type propagation and sym-bol storage, similar to any compiler. Type propagationis important for event generation because many of theevents that CCI reports have type information embed-ded in their event code. For example, the event codefor an integer addition, E_Addi, di�ers from oat addi-tion, E_Addf. As described earlier, CCI uses this typeinformation to help distinguish event codes. CCI uses amnemonic to make event codes easier to remember andunderstand.For polymorphic operators with several value types,multiple event codes are used and the event code nameis augmented with type speci�ers. For example E_Addi,E_Addf, E_Addd, E_Addld, E_Addp, and E_Addc corre-spond to addition events of integers, oats, doubles,long doubles, pointers, and characters respectively. CCIdoes not use event codes to delineate storage class, typequali�ers (e.g. const and volatile), or signed and un-signed.2.4 Instrumentation OutputOnce CCI has built the parse tree and determined whatevents can be instrumented, it traverses the parse treeemitting event generation code along with source code.An example of this is shown in Figure 3; in the �gure,all events in the basis set are instrumented.In addition to calls to the event macro EV(), thereare a few other items which deserve attention. First,CCI creates temporary variables to hold intermediateresults of instrumented expressions. This is necessaryto ensure expressions are evaluated only once, as in theoriginal source code, ensuring no side e�ects and main-taining overall semantic behavior. A more detailed dis-cussion of temporary variables is provided below. Next,

Before Instrumentation:a = b + c;After Instrumentation:(EV(E Seti, Tcci 1=EV(E Refi,&a)),EV(E Assigni,* Tcci 1=(( Tcci 0=(((E Refi,&b),(b))+(EV(E Refi,&c),(c))),EV(E Addi, Tcci 0), Tcci 0))),* Tcci 2);Figure 3: Example of CCI's Instrumentationas shown in the preceding instrumentation example,even for a simple expression such as a = b + c, there isa problem of code explosion. CCI's con�gurability ad-dresses this issue by producing instrumentation only forbehavior speci�ed in a con�guration �le. For example,if the con�guration were set to only instrument E_Addevents, the above instrumentation would reduce to:a = ((_Tcci_0 = b + c),EV(E_Addi,_Tcci_0),_Tcci_0);It is easier to see in this instrumentation examplehow CCI inserts code into individual expressions with-out changing their result. CCI's instrumentation tech-nique takes advantage of the C comma operator. Firstb+c is evaluated and stored into a temporary variable,_Tcci_0. _Tcci_0 is passed as the value of the eventmacro and subsequently provided as the result of theexpression, which is assigned to the variable a.2.5 Temporary VariablesIn Figure 3 many temporary variables, those variableswhose names begin with the pre�x _Tcci_, were cre-ated. As discussed earlier, temporary variables are cre-ated in order to hold intermediate values of expressionsthat must be passed as events. These temporary vari-ables are allocated as automatic storage in the func-tion they are executing but are ensured to be allocated�rst on the stack. The purpose of this is to reduce thechances of temporary variable memory overwrites froman errant target program.In addition, temporary variables are useful for con-veying type information to monitors that use CCI. Forexample, the Alamo framework utilizes the debuggingsymbol information for the instrumented program. Acast expression has no type listed in the stabs sectionof the object �le, but a temporary variable does. Thusfor cast expressions, temporary variables expose seman-tic information that is otherwise hidden in object levelinstrumentation systems. An example of this mecha-nism is a call to malloc. Values returned by mallocare typecast to a pointer to some type of object. Thisinformation is available to the Alamo framework be-cause of the instrumentation provided by CCI. Figure 4



shows an example of how the typecast instrumentationworks.Before Instrumentationnode *n = (node *)malloc(sizeof(node));After Instrumentationnode *_Tcci_0;node *n = (EV(E_Cast,(_Tcci_0 =(node *)malloc(sizeof(node))),&_Tcci_0),_Tcci_0);Figure 4: Cast Expression ExampleFor the E_Cast event1, CCI generates a temporaryvariable of the type to which the value is cast, and as-signs that variable to the rest of the expression. Theaddress of the temporary is the E_Cast event's value.The monitor, if it has access to the target program de-bugging symbol information, can determine the type ofthe cast expression. Finally, _Tcci_0 is the result ofthe entire expression which is assigned to n.Another example where temporary variables are quiteuseful is for the E_Block event. This event marks thebeginning of the any block or procedure de�nition. Forexample, given a function foo the E_Block event wouldlook like the following:void foo(int y) {int _Tcci_Start = (EV(E_Block,0),0);int x;y = boo();X +=y;}The E_Block event is generated before any parametersor local variables are modi�ed. In addition, it marksthe beginning of a function call.3 Con�gurationWithout con�guration, CCI produces huge amountsof code intrusion along with a signi�cant performancepenalty, discussed in section 4. Moreover, in order toprovide exibility and support a wide range of monitors,CCI makes available low level events which require a fairamount of work to interpret and use. Processing theseevents at run time would add a signi�cant additionalcost to monitoring.Con�guring CCI to produce fewer, higher level eventssigni�cantly reduces code intrusion and moves many1This example shows only cast events. Other basis events thatCCI can produce for this expression include function reference, pa-rameters, call, return, and assignment of the result.

run time computations to compile time. The moni-tor writer con�gures CCI to specify the events that areneeded and how to present them. Moreover, the moni-tor writer can apply knowledge of the program's sourcecode or the run time libraries it uses to guide CCI ingenerating more meaningful high level events. Con�g-uration is useful for application speci�c monitors, butcon�guration information that is supplied for standardheaders and libraries, raises the semantic level of eventsfor all applications that use those modules.To reduce the volume of events and create high levelevents, CCI uses static �ltering, inserting only selectedevents at compile time. Individual monitors and moni-tor frameworks such as the Alamo system may providefurther dynamic �ltering, testing for particular condi-tions at run time.CCI's con�guration language has facilities for select-ing, re�ning, and composing basis events into higherlevel events. In order to perform these operations, themonitor writer must know and understand the primitiveevents that are de�ned in the basis set, described in sec-tion 2.1. This required knowledge is rooted in C syntaxand semantics. The declarative nature of the con�g-uration language makes it easy to manipulate and usewithout programming. A con�guration �le contains oneor more event set selections and/or de�nitions, de�nedlater.In addition, CCI applies instrumentation based onscoping rules that are similar to C global scope and lo-cal scope. Global event selections appear at the begin-ning of the con�guration �le and apply instrumentationto the entire program. Local scope refers to event se-lections that have are local to a particular function orrange of line numbers, and apply instrumentation onlywithin their scope. If multiple con�guration �les areused, CCI merges the global selections of each �le intoone global selection and merges the local selections asif all �les were really contained in one large �le.3.1 Event SelectionAs described in section 2.1, CCI has a basis set of ap-proximately 160 event codes that represent the low-est level events available to describe program behavior.The basis set contains event codes for program behav-iors such as assignment operations, variable dereference,procedure calls, control ow, array index, and structureaccesses. During con�guration, monitor writers selectdesired events from CCI's basis set. To make eventselection easier, CCI has many built in sets of eventcodes. The sets are used purely as a notational conve-nience. For example, E_Add is the set of all additionevents regardless of type.



3.2 Event set selection and de�nitionsAn event set selection is a comma separated list of eventnames terminated by a semicolon. Also, an event setcan consist of a single event. The grammar2 for this isspeci�ed asEventSet => EventList ;EventList => Event | EventList , EventIn the above grammar Event is any one of the basisevents or a set de�nition. A set de�nition is simply aname used to denote a set. An example of a set de�ni-tion follows:E_Math = (E_Add,E_Sub,E_Div,E_Mult,E_Mod);This de�nition assigns the identi�er E_Math to the set ofall mathematical operations involving operators. How-ever, set de�nitions do not tell CCI to generate instru-mentation for those events. To do this, the user mustselect the event as follows:E_Math;If an event set is selected in the global section of thecon�guration �le, CCI applies the selection globally andwill generate events for all the source �les that containthose events.If the user wants to instrument a speci�c function,the user types the function name in brackets and listsany desired event selections. For example, if the func-tion heap_sort is speci�ed it would look as follows:[heap_sort]E_Refa, E_Assign, E_Pcall, E_Pret;If the function is declared as static, there may bemany functions with the same name but in di�erentsource �les. In CCI, the user delineates which functionto instrument by using the source �le's name as in thefollowing example:[foo.heap_sort]E_Refa, E_Assign, E_Pcall, E_Pret;In this example, only the function heap_sort in the �lefoo.c will get instrumented.As mentioned earlier, CCI allows the monitor orframework that uses CCI to de�ne the invocation mech-anism. This leaves many of the performance consider-ations that are associated with instrumentation up tothe monitor writer. However, CCI aids performance byusing static �ltering and building more high level eventsthrough special �ltering techniques. These techniques,called event masks, are described below.2This is a simpli�ed grammar. The actual grammar contains morefeatures but would obscure the example.

3.3 Event MasksIn CCI, there are two kinds of masks, type masks andvalue masks which are both applied to the event itself.As discussed earlier, these mask types perform a vari-ety of �ltering services. Some of the �ltering is doneat compile time and some must be done dynamically.Below is a discussion of these �lters, their use, and thenature of the �ltering, static or dynamic.3.3.1 Type MasksA type mask, a static �lter, �lters an event based onthe event value's type which is determined at compiletime. For example, if a monitor writer wants to instru-ment only assignments to structures that are of typestruct foo, the user masks the assignment to struc-ture event, E_Assigns, as follows:E_Assigns{struct foo};In the above example, we showed how type mask-ing can be applied to particular basis event. However,combining event set de�nitions with type masking hasuseful implications. Recall that the E_Math event namedescribes the set of all mathematical operator events,E_Add, E_Sub, ..., etc. Each member of the E_Math setis also an event name that de�nes yet another set. Forexample, the E_Add set consists of the following basisevents, E_Addi, E_Addf, E_Addc, ..., etc. Now a monitorwriter may want to receive only events from the E_Mathset that are of oating point type. This is simply givenby E_Math{float};. Now if a oating point operationsoccurs, CCI will generate the basis event that is a mem-ber of the E_Math set.An important feature of masks is that they may re-�ne the event. Re�ning is the process of taking onegeneral event and narrowing it to a more speci�c event.Using the above examples as motivation, say that themonitor writer is creating many structure masks andwrites:E_Assigns{struct foo, struct boo, struct coo}When an assignment to any of these structures occur,CCI will generate the general event E_Assigns. How-ever, through re�ning more speci�c information is ex-trapolated:E_Assigns{struct foo=E_AssignFoo, struct boo=E_AssignBoo,struct coo=E_AssignCoo}.Here, a new, monitor-writer-de�ned event name is gen-erated for assignments for each of these structures. Inaddition, this same re�ning technique can be used tomap many events into one event. For example,E_Math{float = E_FloatMath}.



Here, for every event generated that is a basis eventmember of the E_Math set whose type is masked byoat will cause a E_FloatMath event to be generated.Thus instead of receiving an E_Addf or E_Subf event,the monitor receives only one event: E_Math.In addition to simple events as those described above,type masking can also be applied to functions. Forexample, if the monitor writer wants to receive onlyE_Pcall events for functions that take struct foo *as their �rst parameter and return struct foo *, thisis given byE_Pcall((struct foo *(struct foo *,...))=E_FooWatch)The value of type masks in con�guration is consid-erable. Type masks enable CCI to generate high levelevents. They allow for the reduction of events in a waythat is not available to machine level instrumention.Type information is available during parsing and type�ltering is performed at compile time, reducing run timecosts.3.3.2 Value MasksPerhaps more powerful than type masks are value maskswhich �lter an event based on its value. CCI per-forms value masking using static information availableat compile time. Monitors or monitor frameworks mayaugment CCI's information by performing further valuemasking at runtime.As an example of CCI's facilities, suppose that amonitor writer wants to instrument only calls to malloc.If no �ltering is available, the monitor would have toreceive all E_Pcall events. The address of the func-tion that is going to be called, E_Pcall's event value,must be checked by the monitor for each function call.However, by using a value mask �lter applied to anE_Pcall event, CCI �lters all E_Pcalls whose valuedoes not equal that of the value mask. For example,to only report calls to malloc, the event selection isE_Pcall{malloc}.Often, however, the user is not just interested inmasking an event for only one value but many values.In CCI this is simple. Suppose the user wants to moni-tor calls to all library memory allocation functions. Todo this the user typesE_Pcall{malloc,calloc,realloc};The above example shows how to construct highlevel events from simple value masks. In this example,E_Pcall events are still generated, albeit only for thefunctions malloc, calloc, and realloc. The problemwith this is that the monitor still doesn't know whichfunction was called; it could be any of the three func-tions. CCI solves this problem by allowing the monitor

writer to re�ne the basis event by substituting one ormore new event codes for the �ltered basis event. Tocreate events that are unique to the value masks givenin the above example the user types:E_Pcall{malloc=E_Malloc,calloc=E_Calloc,realloc=E_Realloc};Now instead of an E_Pcall event being generated whenmalloc, calloc, and realloc are called, the new eventsE_Malloc, E_Calloc, and E_Realloc are generated re-spectively.Another example of value masks is that of variablemodi�cation trapping. To set up a trap on assignmentsto variables node, child and parent, the user typesE_Assign{node,child,parent};Variable modi�cation trapping is costly in many moni-toring frameworks, because checking all accesses to vari-ables (and pointers to variables) is prohibitive. Trap-ping variable modi�cations for multiple variables exac-erbates the performance cost.In the presence of aliasing, variable modi�cation trap-ping can only be solved at run time in general. Staticanalysis can reduce the performance cost of this dy-namic analysis. CCI's static analysis is presently un-sophisticated. The general solution to this problem re-quires an action from the monitor at run time, suchas checking pointer dereferences against a hash table ofmemory addresses of interest.4 Performance of Instrumented CodeComprehensive instrumentation such as is provided byCCI is very intrusive, both in terms of code size explo-sion and execution speed. The purpose of CCI's con-�guration facility is to reduce the costs of automaticinstrumentation to acceptable levels. While acceptablefor the intended purpose of supporting interactive dy-namic analysis and program steering tools such as pro-gram visualizers, CCI's instrumentation may not besuitable for very large programs or monitoring programswith real time performance constraints.Performance was measured using three sample ap-plications listed below. This paper gives overall resultsfor the three programs, and detailed results for the �rstapplication; additional details are available in [7].concord.c { builds and writes out a sorted concor-dance of words that occur in a text �le; ran ona 90KB input �le.life.c { Conway's game of life, 20x20 board, one spin-ner; ran for 30 iterations.



laplace.c { solution to Laplace's equation at a pointin an annulus via a Monte Carlo method; ran with1000 iterations.These sample applications were instrumented withcon�gurations that comprised a range of selected events:� all basis events,� categories of events such as procedure calls or struc-ture accesses, and� speci�c events based on value masks, such as in-strumentation of the malloc(3) library.Each range of events were executed with a range of pos-sible monitor types characterized by their macro de�ni-tions:� a minimal monitor consisting of in-line counters ateach event,� a typical monitor that calls a procedure to executemonitor code at each event, and� a coroutine monitor that performs dynamic �lter-ing of events and a lightweight thread switch ateach event.The monitors in all cases presented below did nothingbut count the number of events of each type; the goalwas to measure the cost of instrumentation introducedby CCI. The costs of the monitor performing dynamicanalysis or rendering a visualization are not considered.4.1 Code ExplosionPrograms instrumented using CCI have code size in-creases on the order of O(P * (I(P)+MC(P))), whereP is program size, C(P) is the number of events in Pselected by the con�guration �le, M is the size of themacro de�nition provided by the monitor, and I is theimplicit cost of CCI's instrumentation method, primar-ily due to inserted temporary variable assignments. Al-though I(P) and C(P) vary from application to appli-cation, it is easy to think of them as constant coe�-cients, especially for very large programs, giving O(P *(I+MC)). Although this isO(P), the (I+MC) constantsmay be intractably large.Code explosion factors for the sample programs rangedfrom 3-5 when tiny macros and narrow event selectionswere used; these terms were dominated by the cost ofCCI's instrumentation method and show the range of I .Further optimizations to CCI or supplied by the under-lying C compiler may reduce I to a negligible amount,although costs of temporary variables will still be in-curred proportional to C .

On the other hand, when a large macro was used oncon�gurations of varying sizes, the measured code ex-plosions ranged from 10 to 60! The larger the macro def-inition cost M , the more critical it becomes to providehigher level con�gurations that select narrow behaviorsof interest and reduce the con�guration factor C . Mvaried by close to an order of magnitude depending onwhether a simple callback was used or a more substan-tial in line bit vector test was performed by the macroto determine whether to call the the monitor code.4.2 Execution Time CostThe execution slowdown equation imposed by CCI issimilar to its space increase, except that M can bevastly larger for monitors that interact with the op-erating system, for example to do context switching.Execution slowdowns ranged from 2-4 for in-line coun-ters, and from 4-9 for monitors that execute as a set ofcallback routines.The slowdown introduced by the coroutines in theAlamo C framework shows the most extreme case forCCI's con�guration facilities. Figure 5 shows the per-formance numbers obtained by executing concord.c onvarious con�gurations using the Alamo framework. Mis gigantic, reecting the runtime cost of a lightweightcontext switch as compared with the small cost of typ-ical C operators and control structures. By con�gur-ing events to select speci�c types and operations corre-sponding to abstractions such as those provided by setsof library functions, the execution slowdown imposeddrops from three orders of magnitude down to underone order of magnitude. As instrumentation becomesmore selective, the con�guration cost C becomes quitesmall.Con�guration Time(sec) Descriptionnone 0.31 normal program runvars 849.9 memory referencesmath 241.5 arithmetic operatorsfcalls 153.6 all library callsstring.h 53.6 string.h callsmalloc.h 1.6 malloc.h callsFigure 5: The e�ects of con�guration on instrumenta-tion runtime cost.5 Related WorkAutomatic software instrumentation systems can gen-erally be classi�ed along several dimensions, including:compile time versus run time, machine level versus high



level, and standalone versus integrated into a speci�ccompiler or interpreter. CCI can be characterized ascompile time, high level, and standalone. This sectionconsiders a number of related systems that illustrate avariety of techniques for software instrumentation.Source level debuggers exemplify the most success-ful category of monitoring systems, such as [10], [8],[9] . Such systems instrument programs at run timefor speci�c locations identi�ed by the user. They areespecially suited to tasks in which the nature or lo-cation of the bug is understood. CCI, in the contextof the Alamo architecture, helps simplify the construc-tion of monitor programs to automate the task of lo-cating problems that are not understood. Constructingsuch monitors on top of source level debuggers has beendone successfully in the DALEK[12] system, but con-ventional debuggers use a two-process execution modelwith heavyweight context switches that has even worseperformance problems than those described above forthe Alamo C framework.Monitoring systems such as EEL[4] and ATOM[6]instrument code at the object level. Object code mod-i�cation has applications including emulation, observa-tion, and optimization of hardware architectures [4]. Ifa monitor needs instruction level instrumentation, EELand ATOM are suitable tools. These systems can in-strument higher level behavior to some degree, such asfunction calls and accesses on particular data types.The ATOM system o�ers a programmable approachto instrumentation. It requires that the user specifywhere to instrument the program and how to instru-ment it. Instrumentation in ATOM is done through anuser written instrumentation function that makes callsto program analysis functions. These functions ana-lyze and locate various language independent constructssuch as function calls and basic blocks, throughout thetarget program. Using these analysis functions, the in-strumentation function sets up which function to callwhen a particular instrumented event occurs.Another interesting monitoring system is Dynascope[3].Dynascope does not instrument the source program. In-stead Dynascope uses a model where the monitor inter-rupts the target when it wants some kind of informa-tion. Dynascope uses two main components a directorand executor. The director consists of a user program,along with the Dynascope client library, that togetherserve as a monitor. The monitor sends directing prim-itives to the directing server which is in the same ad-dress space as the program being monitored. Togetherthey are called the executor. The director and execu-tor communicate via monitoring and control primitivesthat operate across networks using TCP/IP. The execu-tor receives a primitive from the director which causescontrol to be transfered to the directing server. There,

the directing server can give access to program state andvariables and control the execution of the target pro-gram. Dynascope also works at the object code level inthat all event information relates to assembly languagelevel information[3]. Dynascope is used for executionsteering, debugging and relative debugging.Another system, called PMMS[5], automatically in-struments a very high level language AP5. In PMMS,the user supplies a con�guration in the form of rela-tional calculus queries to describe the information aboutthe program's performance that is of interest. ThenPMMS determines where to insert instrumentation basedon those queries. However, the selection language isdirected toward queries regarding peformance detailsand not towards visualization and debugging. CCI, likePMMS, uses a con�guration �le to �lter events out be-fore instrumentation, but CCI's con�guration languageguides the insertion of instrumentation based on syn-tactic and semantic speci�cations.CCI's emphasis on type information and the extrac-tion of abstract data type behavior from C structuresand library functions was inuenced by UWPI[11], acompiler for a simpli�ed Pascal grammar that analyzesthe source program and automatically builds a dynami-cally updating view of the program's execution. UWPIuses syntactic and simple dataow analysis to deter-mine which structure is the most \complex" and usesthat structure as the backdrop for the rest of the pro-gram's illustration. Given the right con�guration, CCIextracts comparable information from programs writtenin a standard compiled systems language, and deliversevents to arbitrary monitors by means of a user de�nedmacro interface.6 ConclusionMonitors are di�cult to write because the monitor writerusually must have a detailed understanding of the sys-tem to be monitored. When the information receivedfrom instrumentation is very low level, the monitor writermust spend time and e�ort extracting high level in-formation. Moreover, monitors always incur a perfor-mance cost, which renders many execution models un-suitable, especially those which minimize intrusion.CCI was developed to address several of these prob-lems. CCI addresses the di�culty of writing monitorsby providing an instrumentation tool that can help ab-stract, although not completely, the low level nature ofinstrumentation. CCI produces instrumentation that isboth exible and high level and has facilities for improv-ing performance. Using CCI to instrument programs,monitor writing is simpler and more accessible. As a re-sult, visualization tools and debugging mechanisms can
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